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ABSTRACT This study presents a dual-port single-dipole MIMO antenna pair, which is accomplished
by selectively exciting the dominant dipole-type current mode and the second higher current mode of a
single suspended metal strip. A magnetic coupling method based on a feeding loop is implemented at the
current maximum portion of the dominant mode of the suspended metal strip, such that the suspended
metal strip operates as a half-wavelength dipole radiator. An electrical coupling method based on a feeding
capacitor, otherwise, excites the wavelength dipole mode of the suspended metal strip, and this higher mode
resonance is further controlled by a tuning capacitor. In this way, the suspended metal strip involves a
dual-port MIMO antenna pair, and both antennas operate as dipole-type radiators while having high port-
to-port isolation because of the modal orthogonality. Therefore, the operation mechanism of the proposed
technique is straightforward, and the implementation is simple, free of any additional decoupling components
or a complex excitation network. This feature makes the proposed technique an attractive solution in
metal-rimmed terminals for 5G applications, so 4 × 4 MIMO antennas operating at the N78 band were
constructed and verified in both simulation and measurement.
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INDEX TERMS Dual-port single-dipole, MIMO, magnetic coupling, electric coupling, metal-rimmed
terminals, 5G.

I. INTRODUCTION16

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology has been17

widely adopted in 4G LTE and 5G applications; by scaling18

up the number of antenna elements, channel capacity can be19

dramatically increased [1], [2]. Due to the wireless traffic20

from the proliferation of user numbers and the explosion21

of more powerful cellular devices, 5G is now in explosive22

expansion to satisfy the desperate demand for ultra-fast23

speeds, low latency, and outstanding reliability. For this24

reason, a large-scale antenna array must be deployed in25

current and future 5G terminals.26

Nevertheless, decoupling and decorrelation of MIMO27

antenna systems have always been challenging works, and28

this is especially true in terminal devices due to close antenna29
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arrangement, causing strong mutual coupling, severe inter- 30

ference, and low radiation efficiency. Therefore, solutions to 31

the integration of large-scale antenna elements in crowded 32

terminals are of great interest. In the literature, various 33

decoupling and decorrelating techniques have been proposed 34

to decrease the distance between antenna elements [3]–[8] 35

and even to realize spatial reuse [9]–[18]. The adopted 36

methods include neutralization lines, decoupling networks, 37

additional elements, pattern or diversity control, etc. 38

In addition, metal rims have been popularly used in 39

various terminals, such as smartphones and tablets, due 40

to market demand and customer preference. Under these 41

circumstances, the introduction of large-scaleMIMO antenna 42

elements in the sub-6 GHz band is facing great challenges, 43

and the above-mentioned methods may be inapplicable. 44

Recent studies have presented several integration methods of 45

5G MIMO antennas for metal-rimmed terminals [19]–[24]. 46
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TABLE 1. Comparisons with the state of the art on metal-rimmed MIMO antennas.

In [19], a link line is utilized between antenna elements to47

enhance the isolation, but the distance is still very large.48

In [20] and [21], complex excitation and matching methods49

are necessary to excite orthogonal current modes for the50

purpose of self-decoupled performance, which may not be51

preferred in practical scenarios. The proposed methods in52

[21] and [22], otherwise, mainly suffer from difficult imple-53

mentation and narrow bandwidth. The studies in [23], [24]54

combined the methods in [9], [11] so that the antenna55

elements are disposed of close to each other, however, the56

integration level is not high enough and the fabrication is not57

easy to achieve. A comparison table with the state of the art58

is concluded in Table 1 to further address the novelty of the59

proposed work.60

Therefore, this study focuses on discovering a simple and61

straightforward MIMO pair solution with enhanced spatial62

utilization ratio and integration level, intended for metal-63

rimmed terminals. The proposed dual-port single-dipole64

MIMO antenna pair consists of just one suspended metal rim,65

whose dominant dipole-type current mode and higher current66

mode are selectively excited and simultaneously operating67

at the N78 band. In this way, the suspended metal rim68

operates as a dual-port single-dipole MIMO antenna pair,69

even though the two antennas share the same structure and the70

antenna ports are extremely close to each other. The dominant71

contribution of the proposed technique lies in its more72

straightforward mechanism and much easier implementation73

method when compared to previously reported spatial-74

reused MIMO antenna pair solutions. Both simulation and75

measurement were conducted to demonstrate the practicality76

of the proposed technique for 5G terminals.77

II. DUAL-PORT SINGLE-DIPOLE MIMO ANTENNA PAIR78

A. MIMO ANTENNA CONFIGURATION79

The configurations of the proposed dual-port single-dipole80

MIMO antenna pair are depicted in Fig. 1, where a81

FIGURE 1. Configurations of the proposed MIMO antenna pair: (a)
perspective view, (b) side view of the metal rim, and (c) zoomed view of
the antenna pair.

140 mm × 70 mm ground plane, surrounded by metal 82

strips, is used to model the metal-rimmed smartphone 83
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FIGURE 2. Simulated S-parameters of the proposed MIMO antenna pair.

scenario. The height and the thickness of the metal84

strips are 6 mm and 0.3 mm, respectively. Meanwhile,85

the ground plane is fabricated on a 1-mm-thick FR486

substrate (εr = 4.4, tan δ = 0.02). The pro-87

posed MIMO antenna pair is constructed by utilizing88

a 26-mm-long suspended metal strip and a 2 mm × 28 mm89

ground clearance. It is seen that the suspended metal strip90

is isolated from other metal strips by two gaps or cuts.91

Herein, the dominant current mode and the higher mode of92

the suspended metal strip are excited by Port 1 and Port 2,93

respectively.94

For Antenna-1, a feeding loop with a feeding capacitor95

CF1 is adopted at the center of the ground clearance and96

printed at the bottom side of the ground plane. The feeding97

loop is connected to a voltage source at one end and is98

grounded through a ground via at the other end. The overall99

dimension of the feeding loop is 1.8 mm × 6 mm × 1 mm.100

In this way, the feeding loop operates as a magnetic coupler101

to the dominant mode of the suspended metal strip, and the102

impedance characteristic can be conveniently controlled by103

adjusting the value of CF1. Meanwhile, the electrical length104

of the suspended metal strip directly determines the resonant105

frequency of Antenna-1.106

For Antenna-2, a feeding capacitor CF2 is firstly used107

for electric excitation of this higher mode resonance and108

control of the input impedance. A shunt tuning capacitor109

CS is then loaded between the suspended metal strip and110

the ground plane at the center of the ground clearance,111

responsible for resonance control of the higher mode of112

the suspended metal rim for N78 operation. Both CF2113

and CS are mounted at the top side of the ground plane,114

occupying a minimal area of 1 mm× 2 mm. Accordingly, the115

proposed selective excitation technique ensures simultaneous116

exploiting of two modal resonances of a shared radiating117

structure by merely utilizing lumped elements, thereby118

accomplishing a dual-port single-element MIMO antenna119

pair. It is noted that the optimized values of CF1, CF2,120

and CS in the simulation are 0.25 pF, 1 pF, and 0.85 pF,121

respectively.122

FIGURE 3. The design process of the proposed dual-port single-dipole
MIMO antenna pair.

B. SIMULATION RESULTS AND OPERATION MECHANISM 123

The simulated scattering parameters (S-parameters) of the 124

proposed MIMO antenna pair are presented in Fig. 2, where 125

the MIMO antennas can produce broadband impedance 126

bandwidths (above 500 MHz) that fully cover the N78 band. 127

Meanwhile, it can be observed that the dominant mode 128

resonance (Antenna-1) can produce a much wider impedance 129

bandwidth than the higher mode resonance (Antenna-2). 130

Furthermore, high isolation property over 16 dB in the 131

overall frequency band can be confirmed from the S12 curve, 132

indicating the feasibility of the proposed dual-port single- 133

element MIMO antenna solution. 134

C. DESIGN PROCEDURE AND OPERATION MECHANISM 135

The design process of the proposed dual-port single-dipole 136

MIMO antenna pair is demonstrated here to further explain 137

its working principle, as seen in Fig. 3. 138

a. In Design I, the dominant dipole-type mode of the 139

suspended metal strip is presented, and a magnetic 140

feeding method (i.e., the feeding loop) is adopted at 141

the current maximum portion of the suspended metal 142

strip to excite this dominant mode. It is known that 143

the dominant dipole mode resonance is dependent on 144

the length of the suspended metal strip, and its input 145

impedance can be simply adjusted by controlling the 146

value of CF1. In this way, Antenna-1 is constructed. 147

b. In Design II, the second higher dipole mode of 148

the suspended metal strip is shown, and an electric 149

coupling method is used for excitation. For this 150

purpose, a feeding capacitor CF2 is simply adopted 151

at the electric field maximum portion, i.e., at the 152

center of the suspended metal strip. It is noted that 153

the same metal strip in Design I is used for the design 154
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of Antenna-2. Since the dominant mode of the metal155

strip is operating at its half-wavelength at the target156

frequency, the initial resonance of the second higher157

mode (Antenna-2) would be about two times higher158

than the target frequency.159

c. Accordingly, in Design III, a shunt capacitor CS is160

further loaded at the center of the suspended metal161

strip to lower down the higher mode resonance without162

affecting the dominant mode resonance, such that both163

modes are operating at the same frequency band for164

N78 applications. As a result, Antenna-2 is constructed.165

d. Design IV presents the final stage of integrating Design166

I and Design III. To realize structural compatibility, the167

feeding structure of Antenna-1 and that of Antenna-168

2 are allocated at the top side and bottom side of the169

ground plane, respectively. Though the feeding struc-170

tures are located at the same position and overlapping171

each other, their field distributions are totally different,172

thus having immunity from one to another. Finally, both173

the dominant mode resonance and the higher mode174

resonance are independently controlled and selectively175

excited, forming a dual-port single-element MIMO176

antenna pair.177

Further observation is discussed in Fig. 4. For Antenna-1178

only, the variation ofCF1 dominantlymodifies the impedance179

matching while barely affecting its resonance, as can be180

confirmed in Fig. 4(a), and this is the case in Design I.181

For Antenna-2 only, CF2 is used for antenna feeding,182

and the antenna becomes overcoupled with increased CF2,183

deteriorating the impedance matching, as shown in Fig. 4(b).184

Meanwhile, CF2 also behaves as a capacitive load and affects185

the antenna resonance, and this can be observed from the186

fact that the antenna resonance lowers down from 5.5 GHz to187

4.2 GHz asCF2 increases from 0.25 pF to 1 pF.Moreover, it is188

verified that the initial resonance of the second dipole mode189

(Antenna-2) is much higher than that of the dominant dipole190

mode (Antenna-1). This is the case in Design II without191

the shunt tuning capacitor CS. By loading the shunt tuning192

capacitor CS, the antenna resonance is well controlled and193

further decreased, as shown in Fig. 4(c), and this is the case194

in Design III.195

To better understand the operation mechanism of the pro-196

posed technique, the simulated surface current distributions197

over the suspended metal strip are plotted at 3.5 GHz (see198

Fig. 5). It is noted that the surface current distributions199

are obtained when one port is excited while the other is200

terminated.201

In Fig. 5(a), Port 1 is excited, and the current flows202

over the suspended metal strip are in the same direction,203

having two current nulls at its open ends and current204

maximums at its center portion. Accordingly, Antenna-1205

is operating as a half-wavelength dipole-type resonator.206

In Fig. 5(b), Port 2 is excited, and the current directions207

over the suspended metal strip are against each other, having208

three current nulls at its two open ends and center portion.209

This indicates that Antenna-2 operates as a one-wavelength210

FIGURE 4. Simulated reflection coefficients: (a) for Antenna-1 only (i.e.,
Design I), (b) Antenna-2 only without CS (i.e., Design II), and
(c) Antenna-2 only with CS (i.e., Design III).

dipole-type resonator, whose resonant frequency is decreased 211

by the loaded capacitors (CF2 and CS). Therefore, it can 212

be concluded that the proposed technique is a novel dual- 213

port single-dipole MIMO antenna pair that is accomplished 214

by utilizing two orthogonal current modes of the shared 215

suspended metal strip. Furthermore, it is clearly seen that 216

Antenna-1 produced in-phase current distributions while 217

Antenna-2 produced out-of-phase current distributions. This 218

fact determines that Antenna-1 is a better radiator than 219

Antenna-2, and explains the bandwidth difference between 220

the two antenna ports. 221

III. DEMONSTRATION OF 4 × 4 MIMO ANTENNA ARRAY 222

A. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION 223

Based on the previous discussion, a large-scale MIMO 224

antenna system can be accomplished by simply duplicating 225
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FIGURE 5. Simulated surface current distributions at 3.5 GHz:
(a) excitation of Port 1 and (b) excitation of Port 2.

FIGURE 6. 4 × 4 MIMO antennas for 5G applications: (a) simulation
model, and (b) fabrication prototype.

the aforementioned antenna pair solution, intended for226

current and future terminal devices. For this purpose,227

a 4 × 4 MIMO antenna system is established as a case study228

(see Fig. 6). In industry, the 3G/4G antenna systems, usually229

imposed at the upper and lower ends of a smartphone, will230

coexist with the 5G systems for a long time. Therefore, the231

proposed 5G antennas should be allocated at the two sides of232

the ground plane, as shown in Fig. 6(a). Besides, the prototype233

of the fabrication is pictured in Fig. 6(b).234

B. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT235

In this subsection, both the simulated and measured results236

of the proposed 4 × 4 MIMO antennas are demonstrated to237

FIGURE 7. Simulated and measured results: (a) S-parameters, and
(b) measured transmission coefficients.

FIGURE 8. Simulated and measured radiation patterns at 3.5 GHz.

FIGURE 9. Measured ECC values and total efficiencies of the fabricated
antennas.

verify the performance of the proposed technique. It is noted 238

that the fabrication was tested using a network analyzer and 239

measured in a 6m× 3m× 3m three-dimensional (3D) CTIA 240

OTA anechoic chamber. Besides, the used capacitor values 241
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FIGURE 10. Hand effect in simulation: (a) simulation model,
(b) S-parameters, and (c) total efficiencies.

of CF1, CF2, and CS in measurement were 0.3 pF, 1 pF, and242

0.8 pF, respectively.243

First of all, the simulated and measured S-parameters are244

given in Fig. 7. As can be observed in Fig. 7(a), the S11245

and S22 curves can fully cover the 3.5 GHz frequency band,246

and the mutual coupling (S12) is lower than −18 dB in247

measurement. The measured results are consistent with the248

simulated ones only with a minor discrepancy, which may be249

attributed to the fabrication error. As can be observed from the250

measured transmission coefficients in Fig. 7(b), the isolation251

between any two antenna elements is above 18 dB, indicating252

their feasibility in industrial scenarios.253

Additionally, Fig. 8 displays the produced far-field254

radiation patterns at 3.5 GHz in the xz-, yz-, and255

xy-planes. It is seen that the proposed dual-port single-dipole256

MIMO antenna pair produced approximately complementary257

radiation patterns with maximum gains directed against each258

other, which is an attractive feature for signal reception.259

Herein, correlation is an important figure-of-merit to assess260

the diversity performance of MIMO antennas, which can be261

derived from the vector properties (amplitude, phase, and 262

polarization) of the complex far-field radiation patterns [25]. 263

Therefore, envelope correlation coefficient (ECC) ρe are 264

calculated and plotted in Fig. 9, where the values are all 265

below 0.1, which is far lower than the acceptable criterion 266

(ρe < 0.5) in mobile communications. Besides, the measured 267

total efficiencies are also plotted in Fig. 9, and it can be seen 268

that both antennas can produce high radiation efficiencies 269

over 68% within the overall operation band. Accordingly, the 270

proposed dual-port single-dipole MIMO antenna solution is 271

proven to have superiority on high integration, high isolation, 272

as well as excellent radiation performance and diversity 273

performance, making it feasible for 5G applications in current 274

and future terminal devices. 275

For terminal devices, the user’s hand effect is an important 276

factor to consider. Therefore, the radiation performance of 277

the proposed MIMO antennas under the right-hand mode 278

is investigated in the simulation, as shown in Fig. 10(a). 279

As can be observed from the S-parameters in Fig. 10(b), the 280

reflection coefficient produced by each port barely changed 281

with only a slight modification, which can still cover the 282

N78 band. The isolation between every two ports is higher 283

than 16 dB. In Fig. 10(c), the simulated total efficiencies of 284

Port 1 (Port 3) and Port 2 (Port 4) in free space (without hand) 285

are above 91% and 78%, respectively. With the hand effect, 286

the efficiencies produced by each port decreased by about 287

20%.Meanwhile, it can be seen that theMIMO antenna pair 2 288

(Port 3 and Port 4) has a slightly larger effect than the MIMO 289

antenna pair 1 (Port 1 and Port 2). This is attributed to the 290

fact that the hand fingers are closer to the MIMO antenna 291

pair 2, resulting in a greater attenuation from the user’s hand. 292

Since both two antennas pairs are located at the upper side of 293

the ground plane, they are not directly touched by the user’s 294

fingers or palm so that the effect on the S-parameters and 295

efficiency attenuation is limited. 296

IV. CONCLUSION 297

This study presents a novel dual-port single-dipole MIMO 298

antenna pair, which is a simple and straightforward solu- 299

tion especially suitable for metal-rimmed terminals. One 300

suspended metal strip is tactfully utilized, simultaneously 301

operating as a half-wavelength dipole-type radiator and a 302

wavelength dipole-type radiator. Herein, a selectively modal 303

excitation method is proposed so that the feeding loop 304

can selectively excite the half-wavelength dipole-type mode 305

based on magnetic coupling and the feeding capacitor can 306

selectively excite the wavelength dipole-type mode based 307

on electric coupling. In this way, the suspended metal 308

strip operates as a dual-port single-element MIMO antenna 309

pair with self-decoupling and decorrelation properties. Two 310

sets of the proposed MIMO antenna pair, constructing 311

4 × 4 MIMO antennas, were fabricated and measured. 312

In measurement, broadband bandwidths over 500 MHz were 313

produced. Meanwhile, high isolation above 18 dB and low 314

ECC below 0.1 are also confirmed, indicating their feasibility 315

in industrial scenarios. 316
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